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Please elaborate on what Chief of Technology Officer, Ralph Looney does well and what he 
can do better:
• PRACTICAL, DOWN TO EARTH, REALISTIC. 
• No experience with Chief Tech officer 
• He is trying to organize the work and making it more of a collaborative process and doesn't 

allow one school to dominate. Has a balance approach and methodological in his processes 
and are transparent. 

• No complaints  
• None 
• Don’t know this person but clearly we need a better enrollment system. WebAdvisor is 

ancient.  
• good communication that is ongoing via technology 
• He does not understand that the role of the district is to support the colleges. Definitely the 

worst of the VCs 
• provides ample support for faculty  
• Great communication  
• Unknown 
• He needs to listen to the faculty and understand his job is to support the faculty.  
• I don't know who this person is. 
• Never heard of him.   Given how much we are relying on technology these days, you would 

think he would be communicating with us.   
• Adapted on his feet.  
• Who? Isn't Looney what the Canadians call their dollar? 
• Must be good because we are running solely on technology 
• There is no one to personally answer technical questions while I was trying to navigate 

online teaching. 
• Sometimes his response time for help, can take a few days. 
• CTO Looney needs to listen to the college faculty and administrators.  He also does not 

seem to understand the different needs of the colleges.   
• I don’t know who this is.   
• Doing good work  
• Part time instructor, not too familiar with the role.  
• Seems okay 
• Does not seem to support the unique needs of our school sites.  Making top down decisions 

that hurt our students and faculty 
• Don't know anything about them 
• Poor communication and collaboration skills 
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• Needs to take control of the District Canvas system.  FCC is setting a policy that the other 

campuses don’t agree with.  They have become a dictator over canvas and policy.  CCC an 
RC has NO input.   DO needs to control the Canvas system not FCC 

• I don't know this person. 
• I'm not sure of what he actually did. 
• Seems like technology needs are being met... 
• Not familiar with him or his duties. 
• He needs to listen to the people from each college and serve their needs, rather than forge 

ahead with his own ideas of what each college needs in terms of technology. 
• I cannot think of one thing he does well. He has blocked the purchase of curriculum 

management software for FCC, even though the BOT approved it, and the reasons are 
nonsensical.  He is bringing too much ego and perceived power to his CTO position and, like 
the other district administrators, not listening to (or even asking) college faculty. 

• Our IT dept. is awesome 
• He needs to allow faculty input in making decisions about technology 
• One of the few who continually tried to update staff on the ever changing process 
• When a college, in consultation with faculty, chooses a software program to replace an 

utterly failed and inadequate program, the District Tech officer should defer to those who 
know what is going on and not put it on hold, thus jeopardizing crucial processes of 
curriculum and program review.    

• Don’t know if this person  
• Decide on Curricunet or Elumen or . . .? 
• I have no frame of reference. 
• He didn't have much to work with before the crisis, but I think part of his job is to reveal the 

inefficiencies and lack that we have. He should let us know the pros and cons of what we are 
up against, and what we can do to "fix" any problems, even if there is a list and we can only 
fix one at a time. Technology is at the forefront more than ever now, so more accountability 
is expected and warranted. 

• Good communication.  Prioritized well, but kept needed projects on track. 
• We have very poor technology options 
• Some concerns over his failure to work with FCC DE coordinator and/or use Zoom before 

the pandemic so that more faculty can actually attend monthly Canvas Task Force meetings 
is curious.   

• Very poor communication and does not include FCC in decision making. Very non inclusive! 
• I don't know him.  At least his first name was used so I would know if he was a male or 

female.  
• Does not run District Canvas Workgroup according to collegial processes of transparency 

and access. There are no FCC faculty on the Workgroup, although decisions are made there 
that impact them.  

• Never have seen the person 
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• Technology seems to work well enough so I assume he is at least partially responsible. 
• He is a disgrace. Please deal with him or remove him.  
• There needs to be more technical support for faculty and staff. 
• Seems to be on top of his area (Technology). 
• Keeping up with technology as it evolves.  Online instruction needs improvement toward 

quality teaching and grading. 
• No idea. I'm not sure I've ever heard of or dealt with him. 
• Appears to be helpful, answers questions and follows up, as far as I Can see.   
• Slow.  In this advent of DE instruction due to the pandemic, the sustained lack of leadership 

on technology on a district level has releaved itself as the failure it is.  So many decisions 
have to be made at a district level, that have just been ignored.  We are paying the price 
now. 

• The key decisions happen at my campus, not the district level. 
• This is the first time I have heard this name and did not know he worked for the district. 
• Completely ignores the voice of the colleges. From the moment he started he tried to take 

over committee meetings, without attempting to learn anything about the colleges or the 
district culture. He is rude in meetings, and cares about nobody’s experience or viewpoints 
other than his own. He is impossible to work with. 

• I actually do not know anything about Ralph Looney as an individual, but I know that the 
school technology people stepped forward and got me the technology that I needed to teach 
online, as quickly as possible. I was very impressed by that. 

• Make sure our outdated technology and infrastructure work. 
• Ok 
• Takes technology decisions away from campuses. Doesn’t understand different needs of 

campuses.  
• Things appear to be more under control and technology seems to be catching up to current 

standards for higher education.  
• He’s not playing well with the faculty at FCC from what I’ve heard. Not implementing what we 

asked for.  
• No leadership whatsoever. 
• Very timely 
• Stories abound about how he has usurped the colleges 
• Really don't know  
• He appears responsive.  
• I think Mr. Looney brings stability to our District Technology Office. I wish Mr. Looney would 

allow more technology interactions in Canvas to make the instructor experience more 
powerful and efficient. 

• I don’t even know who that is or what he does  
• Provide enough leadership that I might know his name during a situation such as this... 
• Communication and a plan during crisis   


